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What can you do with a law degree (from Bristol)?
Questions you may have

• Will a degree from Bristol help me achieve my dream of becoming a lawyer?
• What other options are there if I don’t want to practice? Can you help with that?
• What support is available?
Fourth most targeted University by Times Top 100 (High Fliers 2020)

Nearly 300 employers from all sectors on campus last year

80+ Legal employers attended the Law Exhibition
Not all about becoming a lawyer: be unique!
General support available

• Dedicated personal tutor to help you think about career options from day 1
• Small class sizes help you develop presentation/teamwork skills
• Real-world exposure through simulation units and cutting-edge research-led modules
• Taught by leading experts who often bridge academia and practice/policy-making
What employability support is available?

- Dedicated Employability Adviser
- 1:1s
- Workshops
- Student societies

- Distinguished Alumni Lectures
- Employer Events/Law Fair
- University careers service
- Employability Bulletins
Mentoring

- Looking to practice? **Professional Mentoring Scheme**

- Looking to use law in a non-traditional way? #DoMoreWithLaw
  Law in Society Mentoring Scheme
Other mentoring opportunities

• Browne Jacobson – 1:1 over entire year

• Osborne Clarke Legal Tech

• Bristol Mentors – university WP scheme

• International Mentoring

• Freshfields Stephen Lawrence
195 students mentored
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Our support for you after graduation

Your Careers Service is still available for 3 years after you graduate, wherever you are in the world, providing:

• Advice and guidance with career planning (including appointments with our Graduate Careers Consultant)
  • Help with CVs, applications and interviews
  • Information about careers and graduate internships

Start planning your career **today**, to help you get where you want to be.

Visit our dedicated graduate careers pages: [http://www.bristol.ac.uk/careers/bristolgrad/](http://www.bristol.ac.uk/careers/bristolgrad/)

Email us at [grad-support@bristol.ac.uk](mailto:grad-support@bristol.ac.uk)
Any questions?